Studies on cortical field potentials recorded during learning processes of visually initiated hand movements in monkeys.
A monkey was trained to lift a lever by wrist extension in response to a light stimulus. During the learning process of the task over several months, field potentials related not only to the task performance but also to substitution and stimulation experiments were recorded with chronically implanted electrodes on the surface and at a depth of 2.5-3.0 mm in the prefrontal, premotor, motor and prestriate cortices. In the substitution experiment, an examiner lifted a lever for the monkey so that it was watching the light and rewarded without the hand movement. In the stimulation experiment, the same light stimulus was simply delivered to the monkey. In a naive monkey which lifted the lever independently of the stimulus, stimulus-locked potentials were evoked by the task experiment in those cortices except the motor cortex, but none was elicited by the substitution or stimulation experiment. In a well-trained monkey, the substitution and stimulation experiments induced almost the same potentials as those prior to the task movement in respective cortices except the motor cortex, in which the component of cerebellar-induced premovement potential was not observed during the substitution and stimulation experiments. At an intermediate stage of learning, the situation was intermediate between the naive and well-trained stages and most premovement potentials except those in the motor cortex were elicited by the substitution experiment in reduced sizes, but nothing by the stimulation experiment.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)